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Kitchens | Bathrooms | Bedrooms | Tiles | Carpets | Extensions

ESTABLISHED 2004

Teddys has a long established reputation for its excellent
service and expertise. Our skilled and creative team create
sharp, stylish designs adapted to fit our clients precise
tastes and needs. Our friendly, caring fitting team provide
high quality workmanship to ensure the installation goes as
smoothly as possible.

For a FREE no obligation Design & Quotation call...

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS AT:
HIGH STREET, INGATESTONE, ESSEX CM4 9DU

More and More People are Choosing Teddys
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Editor’s
notes...
Hello and welcome to
this month’s edition of
Vision Brentwood.
I hope you have
been enjoying the
summer months so
far as we go into
August. Festivals, kids
r
o
t
en, Edi
Nik All
off school, summer
holidays...it really is a busy
and special month of the year.
In this month’s issue in Gardening we get some
tips from Alan Titchmarsh and find out how to
make your Garden look Glorious.
In Health & Fitness we look at the best
stretching exercises and we run through the best
sun cream for your summer holidays in Travel.
In local news, we profile Jess, the well-deserved
winner of The Voice Kids , there’s the latest from
Brentwood Town FC with the new season just
a week away, and one of the largest youth
music bands in the country is looking for
new members. Elsewhere an up-and-coming
footballer is closing in on a move to the
Dutch Premier League and if you were at the
Brentwood Festival recently, we have a weekend
report.
As always we encourage our readers to get in
touch with feedback for this month’s edition. Email
editorial@visionmag.co.uk
Let us know your thoughts and enjoy reading.

EDITOR | Nik Allen DESIGN EDITOR | Misha Mistry
CO-ORDINATORS | Rebecka Fryer, Kim Plater
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REINFORCING DIVISION

STEEL SECTIONS DIVISION

Cut & Bent Reinforcing Bar

Universal Beams * Universal Columns

Lenton Threading and Couplers

Channels * Angles * Plates * Flats

Reinforcing Accessories

Hollow Sections * Squares * Rectangles * Circles

Reinforcing Mesh

All cut to length

Large and Small Contracts

Crane off load available

Nik

CONTRIBUTORS | Charles Rae, Tim Green, Amy Pollard
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LONDON’S No 1 STEEL SUPPLIER

RAINHAM STEEL
WWW.RAINHAMSTEEL.CO.UK
RAINHAM STEEL Co. LTD KATHRYN HOUSE, MANOR WAY, RAINHAM, ESSEX, RM13 8RE
TEL 01708 522311
FAX 01708 559024
SALES@RAINHAMSTEEL.CO.UK
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GRENFELL TOWER

INVESTIGATION
MUST GIVE VICTIMS JUSTICE
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E

very few years Britain is hit by a disaster,
so horrendous that it becomes a national
disgrace. It leaves bitter and deep wounds
and divisions, not only on the victims and survivors
but also on the whole country.
Hillsborough is one of those disasters when in
1989, 96 Liverpool fans died in a human crush at
the Sheffield ground.
It is only in the last few weeks - 28 years later
and after inquiries and inquests - that six people,
including two former senior police officers, have
been charged with criminal offences over the deaths
and the alleged police cover-up that followed.
That news came as another disaster the dreadful
fire at Grenfell Tower in North Kensington, London
was taking up much of the newspaper and
broadcast headlines.
But already controversies that surrounded the
early days of Hillsborough appear to be happening
around the 24 storeys of Grenfell.
It is known that 80 people died, but the final tally
is expected to be much higher. It is also known
there were 120 homes.
Amazingly though, what is not known is exactly
who was living there. Some of the flats had been
sub let and so the occupants would not be on any
council list. The sub letters have not come forward
to tell police or the authorities who were in their
flats, as they themselves have been committing
fraud.
A large number of people are still missing,
believed dead. The survivors, most of whom have
lost everything, are living in hotels and bed and
breakfasts if they are lucky. The others initially had
just a blue airbed in a leisure centre.

Retired Court of Appeal Judge Sir Martin MooreBick will lead the public inquiry into the Grenfell
Tower tragedy as its chairman. He has already said
he is “doubtful” the process will be as wide-ranging
as some residents hope.
But his inquiry will investigate the theory that the
fire started as the result of a faulty fridge freezer
in a fourth floor flat which literally spread like
wildfire because of the type of cladding used in the
refurbishment of the tower block.
It has been alleged that fireproof cladding at
Grenfell Tower was downgraded to save money.
The exterior cladding, designed to improve the look
of the tower and make it more energy efficient, has
been blamed on contributing to the rapid spread
of the fire.
Consultants for the refurbishment were placed
under pressure to keep costs low, leaked emails
reportedly show. Documents show the zinc
cladding originally proposed was replaced with
an aluminium type, which was less fire resistant,
saving nearly £300,000.
A similar sort of cladding has been found on 181
tower blocks throughout the country.
Two council chiefs in Kensington and Chelsea
have resigned over their handling of the disaster
and police have not ruled out criminal charges at
the end of their investigations.
The inquiry is expected to reveal an interim report
in the next few months. But what ever happens
the Grenfell survivors and families of the victims do
not want to wait for the length of time that those
Hillsborough families waited.
It would mean them not getting a final verdict until
2045.
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REDKNAPP’S
RED CARD

W

ith rumours abound that Jamie
and Louise Redknapp are calling
time on their 19-year marriage,
Vision asks, is this the end for one of
football’s golden couples?
They married in a whirl of Nineties glory
and glitz. She was a much-adored pop
star, he a talented England footballer, and
together Jamie and Louise Redknapp
were one of the most dazzling couples
of the era – rivalled, in fact, only by ‘Posh
and Becks’. But with reports that the pair,
who share two sons, may be going through a
serious rocky patch, with the announcement of a
split imminent, it seems the pressures of life in the
spotlight may have finally taken their toll.
Once considered one of the more rock-solid
unions in showbiz circles, Redknapp marital strife
has come as something of a surprise. In fact,
during 42-year-old Louise’s spell on Strictly Come
Dancing at the end of last year, Jamie, 44, could
weekly be seen in the studio audience cheering
his spouse on. And in an interview with Hello! in
October, the ex-Eternal singer joked, “after so many
years, it would take more than a sparkly leotard to
come between us”.
Many are blaming the ‘Strictly curse’, something
that has seen many marriages struggle following
participation in the BBC show. But while this is
usually down to a third-party involvement – Rachel
Riley split from her husband shortly after taking
part in the 2013 series, during which she was
partnered with dancer Pasha Kovalev, whom
she later began dating – this doesn’t appear to
be the case with the Redknapps, and it may
be more down to a natural growing apart.
Having taken time out from her own
career to support husband Jamie, a leading
pundit on Sky Sports, whilst focusing on
family life, it’s possible Louise is simply
rediscovering her mojo, and the couple
may still work it out. Certainly, while the
couple’s financial security is solid, you
sense the playing out of the collapse of
one of the nation’s most sturdy couples
has quite some distance to go.
Photo credit: GettyImages
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Brentwood Jewellers are delighted to offer:
l Fine Diamond Specialists l Unique Handmade Jewellery
l GIA Certificated Diamond Rings l Bespoke Wedding Rings
l Bespoke Engagement Rings l Finest Handmade Diamond Rings
l In-house workshop for all jewellery repairs and remodelling
l Exceptional Service & Craftsmanship

www.brentwoodjewellers.com
Telephone 01277 227401 l Email robert@brentwoodjewellers.com
87 High Street Brentwood Essex CM14 4RR
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Over 30 years of selling quality brands and unrivalled service
illustrates why our customers keep coming back!!

Bodywash Bathrooms
A12 Eastern Avenue,
Romford,

01708 736700

sales@bodywash.uk
www.bodywash.uk

Essex
RM5 3AL

OFFERING ONLY
PREMIER B RA NDS & PREMIER SERVICE
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e’s the editor-at-large for Grand Designs magazine and has
dedicated a lot of his time to the world of design, however, Kevin
McCloud is probably best known for his television role on Channel
4’s Grand Designs, which he has presented since its debut in 1999. The
presenter even received an MBE for services to sustainable
design and energy saving property refurbishment
in the 2003 New Year Honours. But how did the
Bedfordshire-born man become a national treasure?
The home that he grew up in was built by his
parents but fell apart within 10 years, which could
be where his love for design and building came
from. Years later, he went on to study the history
of art at Corpus Christi College in Cambridge.
McCloud now lives in Somerset with his wife
and two children.
It’s claimed that McCloud wrote an entire
Grand Designs episode himself after he
found out the public had made a drinking
game for when they watched the show. The
game, that many were tweeting with the
hashtag #granddesignsbingo, was based
on his script and the public drank every
time he said a certain word or phrase. In
the script he allegedly wrote for the show,
he made sure that the episode he wrote
would have the public continuously drinking.
McCloud isn’t just popular on our television
screens, he has also written several books
including: Kevin McCloud’s Colour Now: An
Expert Guide to Choosing Colours for Your Home,
Kevin McCloud’s Grand Tour of Europe and Grand
Designs Abroad.
Despite his lengthy career in the lime light, the
58-year-old shows no sign of stopping as he
continues to film Grand Designs. He has inspired
many over the years and there is no doubt his
work will have a lasting effect on the world of
design and architecture.
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Opening Sat 26th Aug

*

Dare to go blush
I

R
FE

HOME & DIY

PART OF THE CHIGWELL GROUP

t seems that people simply can’t get enough
of blush pink when it comes to decorating their
homes. ‘Blush’ is a medium tone of the colour
pink and looks soft and pale.
The blush tone offers a more sophisticated look
than the bright and overpowering ‘hot pink’ that
many children love.
However, some may be put off by the perception
that adding pink to a room will make it seem too
girly. But it’s also important to remember that
incorporating the colour into your home doesn’t
mean it has to be smothered over your walls, you
can add it in the form of accessories such as pillows
and rugs.
However, if you want to make more of a statement
then why not invest in a blush pink sofa or a pair of
curtains?
Either way, this on-trend tone can be incorporated
into any environment making it look sleek and
stylish. This colour looks particularly brilliant when
used in bedrooms or living areas.

£

OPENING OF
G
N

The Statement

If you want to make a bold statement, choose a
natural colour for your walls such as white or an
off-white. You can then add splashes of colour with
blush pink furniture.

The Mind Changer

If you’re someone that likes to decorate frequently
then incorporate blush pink into the room with
accessories such as pillows. These can easily be
swapped for another colour and it won’t cost you
an arm and a leg to do so.

The Minimalist

If you hate clutter then why not purchase some
blush pink light shades, vases, candles or picture
frames? You can display them sparingly, yet the
colour will still make a lasting impact on the overall
look of the room.

*For one week from day of opening we'll pay the VAT terms and conditions apply
Margaretting

2 FLOORS OF BI-FOLD DOORS,
WINDOWS, FRONT DOORS,
ROOF LANTERNS & SKYLIGHTS
Phone 020 8500 4900
Email sales@chigwellgroup.co.uk
Web chigwellwindowcentre.co.uk

Ingatestone
Stock

Mountnessing
A12
Shenfield
Brentwood

Gallows
Corner

CWC

Wickford

Little Burstead
M25
A127

Basildon

Express House, Radford Way, Billericay CM12 0BN
V12
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TEL: 020 8500 4900
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LINEN
Lovers

F

rom tablecloths to bed sheets, why it’s worth
investing in good fabrics to adorn your home.
With cheap throwaway fashion becoming
ever more ubiquitous, it can be easy to take the
same approach to buying linens and fabrics for your
home. But here’s why you shouldn’t… sticking to
the logic that we spend a third of our lives in bed,
the sheets we swaddle ourselves in ought to be
super-cosy and non-irritating. Good quality fabrics
actually get softer over the years, making them a
worthwhile investment – and they just look and feel
much nicer.
When it comes to bedsheets, a lot of emphasis
is put on thread count, but the quality of the yarn
is equally important, which is why Egyptian cotton
is up there with the best. Originally grown in
Egypt where the warm, dry climate offers
ideal conditions for the cotton plant, this
produces extra-long staple fibres which
are thinner than other cotton varieties,
and despite being thinner are actually
more durable than standard cotton,
so your bedsheets become more

V14

luxurious and softer over time.
When it comes to other fabric items for your home
– tablecloths, napkins and curtains – you’d do well
to seek out some classic Irish linen. Traditionally
made from the cellulose fibres that grow inside of
the stalks of the flax plant, this cloth is not only
seriously hard-wearing, but also looks beautiful,
adding a rustic charm to your kitchen or lounge.
Fortunately, you don’t need to find a flea market
in Donegal or schlep to a bazaar in Cairo to get
hold of these fabrics. Most high street stores have
an abundance of both. But if you still find yourself
baulking at the hefty price tag, just think of all the
dreamy nights and delightful dinner parties you will
have with them.
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www.theradiatorgallery.com

ESTABLISHED 10 YEARS
FREE PLANNING AND
DESIGN CONSULTATION
Tel: 01277 233378
www.theradiatorgallery.com

5-7 Coptfold Rd, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4BN
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BESPOKE WINDOW SHUTTERS
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL
We fit the highest quality, bespoke, hand-crafted plantation shutters
in Essex. Offering you ultimate style, choice and quality in your home.
Get a no-obligation quote today - CALL: 01277 412178
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Dare to go blush
I

t seems that people simply can’t get enough
of blush pink when it comes to decorating their
homes. ‘Blush’ is a medium tone of the colour
pink and looks soft and pale.
The blush tone offers a more sophisticated look
than the bright and overpowering ‘hot pink’ that
many children love.
However, some may be put off by the perception
that adding pink to a room will make it seem too
girly. But it’s also important to remember that
incorporating the colour into your home doesn’t
mean it has to be smothered over your walls, you
can add it in the form of accessories such as pillows
and rugs.
However, if you want to make more of a statement
then why not invest in a blush pink sofa or a pair of
curtains?
Either way, this on-trend tone can be incorporated
into any environment making it look sleek and
stylish. This colour looks particularly brilliant when
used in bedrooms or living areas.

The Statement

If you want to make a bold statement, choose a
natural colour for your walls such as white or an
off-white. You can then add splashes of colour with
blush pink furniture.

The Mind Changer

If you’re someone that likes to decorate frequently
then incorporate blush pink into the room with
accessories such as pillows. These can easily be
swapped for another colour and it won’t cost you
an arm and a leg to do so.

The Minimalist

If you hate clutter then why not purchase some
blush pink light shades, vases, candles or picture
frames? You can display them sparingly, yet the
colour will still make a lasting impact on the overall
look of the room.
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Refurbishment
Extensions
Loft Conversions
Carpentry
Kitchens
Bathrooms

P J Gibbons are a local dedicated specialists in residential refurbishment and building
work in the Brentwood area.
We offer extensions, refurbishments, loft conversions, kitchen and bathroom fitting, as
well as associated building services to both home owners and investors alike. We provide
a full project management service and can supply everything from initial advice and
consultation, right through to the final fix of the project. We offer high end, top quality
fittings and fixtures and work hard to supply you with the very best build for your budget
We can also provide a full planning and Building Regulation service and offer a
pre planning Budget Quotation service free of charge.
We have Fully Comprehensive Insurance Cover in place.

Call today for a FREE
quote and advice

www.pjgibbons.co.uk

T: 01277 201629 M: 07850 166721 Email: pgibbons77@aol.com
V18
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Star in the making crowned
The Voice Kids champion
J

ess Folley, from Brentwood, won the first ever
series of The Voice Kids UK after her sensational
performance of Beyonce’s Love on Top.
The teen was guided to victory by her mentor
Pixie Lott.
As well as bagging The Voice Kids UK trophy, the
14-year-old also won £30,000 towards her music
education and a trip to Disneyland Paris.
When the news was announced by presenter
Emma Willis at the end of the final, Jess was visibly
shocked and started shaking before bursting into
tears.
All the children and coaches gathered around the
Essex girl and congratulated her.
Her final performance stunned the judges and
coach will.i.am even joked that she should take on
the grown-ups in the adult version of the show.
Speaking to Cel Spellman after the final, Jess said
she was shocked to be crowned the winner.

She explained: “When I was standing there I was
preparing myself to be happy for everyone else. I
would’ve been happy for everyone. They’re all my
best friends.”
When asked what she had learnt from being on the
show, Jess continued: “I feel the biggest thing for me
is that I’ve learnt to control myself.
“When I walked out to my blinds I wasn’t ready,
I didn’t feel ready and I was over the moon that
someone turned and Pixie took a chance.”
Pixie was visibly ecstatic for her team member Jess.
She said: “Every single second has been a pleasure
to work with Jess. I knew from the beginning she
was an absolute superstar. When you think she can’t
get better she pulls it out the bag again.”
There were six youngsters competing in the final
and they were surprised with the news that they
would all be given a trip to Disneyland Paris for them
and their family, much to their delight.
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QUALITY FLOORING…
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Brentwood in bloom this summer

B

rentwood is full of colour this summer as
hanging baskets are now in place and
scattered wild meadows are beginning to appear
around the borough.
The first flowers from the pictorial meadow
seeding are now beginning to show with flowering
poppies and grasses growing first.
The seed mix was planted two months ago and
was sourced by the council to ensure it enhanced
road junctions and was habitable for nature. There
are nine locations that the flowers will appear in.
Brentwood Borough Council environment and
enforcement committee chairman, Cllr Keith
Parker, said: “These displays look wonderful and
naturalistic in appearance but they are also less
maintenance than traditional bedding displays.
“It means that we can enhance the locality in line
with the beautiful natural countryside in which we

live, but also keep costs to a minimum.”
The beds will keep producing new flowers
through until the autumn. The summer hanging
baskets are in place up and down the High Street
in Brentwood town centre. They are much larger
than the traditional hanging baskets.
Preparation and planting of the baskets took
place at The Gates project at the London Road
cemetery. The project helps vulnerable adults learn
horticultural skills, run the glass houses, oversee
the bedding plants and council’s hanging baskets
every year.
Cllr Parker added: “The Gates is a superb project
and the members get so much out of it. This is a
proper project where people can support its work
by purchasing plants and bedding items direct
from the nursery there, knowing that they are
contributing to the community.”

FLOORING EMPORIUM LTD
Carpet . Solid Wood . Vinyl . Design Flooring . Laminate

Car parking prices set to increase

C

ar parking prices are set to increase in
Brentwood following an announcement from
Brentwood Borough Council.
A new scheme will also be introduced to offer
residents a reduction on the car park charge if
parking for a two-hour period.
Residents will be awarded a council certified car
park disc which will need to be displayed inside the
vehicle along with the discounted ticket.
The decision to introduce the scheme and
increase car parking charges came after a review
on costs across the borough.
The new charges will be introduced following
a 21-day consultation period, at which point

V20

residents will be given details on how to apply for
the car park disc.
Leader, Cllr Louise McKinlay, said: “The new car
park disc provides residents with a great opportunity
to minimise the cost of parking, but this needs to
be balanced against the cost of maintaining the car
parks.
“For the last seven years, not only has there been
no increase to the car parking charges, but we
have actually reduced the cost of parking, whilst
also introducing a free 30-minute period, which is
set to remain. However, we have to be realistic and
the cost of maintaining the car parks and running
the parking service has increased.”
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Call us on
01277 211 822
Web: www.flooringemporiumltd.co.uk Email: flooringemporium@outlook.com
140 Hutton Road, Shenfield, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8NL
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LOCAL NEWS

Officers take part in
Epping Race for Life

S

ix officers from Brentwood and Epping
Community Policing Team got their running
shoes on to take part in the Race for Life.
The officers were raising money for Cancer
Research UK at the event, which took place at
North Weald Airfield on Wednesday, July 12.
The team jogged and ran their way around the 5K
and 10K courses joined by friends and colleagues
who turned out to support the team.
Sgt Lisa Cooke said: “Everyone knows someone
affected by cancer and we are proud to stand
together and raise money to help fight the disease.
We had a fantastic evening supporting a really
worthwhile cause. I’d like to thank everyone who got
involved and donated or turned out to support us.”
So far, the officers have raised more than
£865. To sponsor the team, visit //fundraise.
cancerresearchuk.org/team/efd-cot

opportunity to develop a wide range of life skills
outside of school in a safe and constructive way.
The band operates an “open door” and teaches
music fundamentals at a grass-roots level. Children
can join the band regardless of their musical
experience or proficiency. A unique and energised
training programme that celebrates success with
a strong emphasis on teamwork results in a high
retention rate and has enabled several members to
pursue careers as professional musicians.
With a strap line of “Music For All” the band
removes the restrictive and ever increasing
financial barrier of musical instrument ownership/
hire and tuition - members are asked to contribute
£1 per week and in return benefit from the loan of
an instrument, hours of tuition, music, uniform and
a safe place to learn.
The “open door” and “music for all” results in a
broad and diverse membership with an expansive
age range (from 10 to 18).
As a registered UK charity the band is self-funded
and run entirely by volunteers. The band staff
includes several professional musicians and a cast
of very keen accomplished amateur hobbyists.
Musicians learn about compromise, work ethic,
sacrifice, respect, discipline, diplomacy and teamwork – valuable life skills which will serve individuals
well long after they play their last note.
For more, go to www.brentwoodyouthband.org.uk

P R OVI D I N G SA F E T Y & S E C U R I T Y S I N C E 1989

SAFE as HOUSES

INTRUDER ALARMS | CCTV | LOCKSMITHS | KEY CUTTING
PEACE OF MIND FOR YOUR HOME & BUSINESS... GUARANTEED!

Wanted men regarding theft

Get music in your life and
join the band

P
W

ith more than 100 members the Brentwood
Imperial Youth Band is one of the largest
independent youth music organisations in the
United Kingdom. The band’s objective remains
to provide young people an equally accessible
V22

olice have issued CCTV images of men they
would like to speak to in connection with a
robbery.
The incident took place in Marks and Spencer in a
BP Garage, on Rayleigh Road, shortly before 8pm
on Sunday, May 21. Two men entered the store and
took food before leaving without paying.
Anyone who recognises either of these men, or
has any information about the incident, is asked to
contact PC Catherine Hunt at Brentwood CID on
101 or Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555
111.
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Call us now: 020 8500 0014

Showroom open: Monday - Friday | 09:00 - 17:00

Proud members of

Where reputation matters

24/26 Fowler Road, Hainault Business Park, Hainault, Ilford, Essex IG6 3UT
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SHUTTERTEC’s specialists offer
complete bespoke shutter installation.
We cover all across Essex, London, Herts & Kent
We can offer you shutters in
as little as three weeks!
Choose from one of the most complete range
of shutters available to any customer
Hardwood Shutters | MDF Shutters
Solid Panel Shutters | Shaped Shutters
Tracked Shutters

0800 023 5754

www.shuttertec.uk
info@shuttertec.uk

The Dream Room
KITCHEN AND BEDROOM
TRANSFORMATIONS

CREATE A NEW LOOK AND MAKE
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS OVER
A FULL REPLACEMENT
CHOOSE FROM OUR STYLISH
MADE TO MEASURE RANGE
Door & Drawer Fronts • Matching Trims
Side Panels • Plinths
Accessories • Work Tops
WE ALSO SUPPLY AND FIT COMPLETE
NEW KITCHENS & BEDROOMS

01277 295385

CALL FOR A FREE
NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

info@thedreamroom.co.uk • www.thedreamroom.co.uk
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Local school wins National
Karting Championship

B

rentwood School’s A Team were crowned
British Schools Karting National Champions
for the second year running with a huge 10-point
winning margin.
This year’s final, held on Saturday, July 1 at
Whilton Mill in Northampton, was the first time
Brentwood School had two karting teams in the
National Final.
The Brentwood A Team was made up of Iaroslav

Kovalev, team captain Callum Brooks and Ethan
Brooks.
The team won a VIP day at Silverstone to watch
the British Touring Car Championship with special
behind the scenes access, as organised by the
British Automobile Racing Club (BARC).
The B Team, made up of Mason Murray, Adam
Richards and Rishi Gupta, finished in a respectable
10th place with 76 points.

Local man arrested following pub incident
A
man from Brentwood has been arrested in
connection with an incident that left a man with
life-threating injuries.
Police have arrested two people after a man
was injured in the Black Bull pub car park in Main
Road, Margaretting. The incident occurred around
9.30pm on Saturday, July 15.
A man in his 30s became involved in a collision
with a vehicle. A man was flown to hospital with
life-threatening head injuries.

A 29-year-old man from Brentwood was arrested
on suspicion of causing serious injury through
dangerous driving and on suspicion of drug driving.
A 28-year-old woman from Chelmsford was
arrested on suspicion of causing serious injury
through dangerous driving and on suspicion of
being unfit to drive through drink or drugs.
They remain in custody. Anyone with information
is asked to contact Chelmsford CID on 101 or
contact Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.
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E

ssex Police have released this e-fit image of a
man they want to speak to in connection with
a theft.
A woman in her 60s had her bank card stolen by a
man who had asked her for change in William Hunter
Way, Brentwood, at around 11.30am on July 6.
Anyone with any information is asked to contact
PC Peter Cooper on 101 or Crimestoppers
anonymously on 0800 555 111.

Brentwood Festival proves a
hit with residents

T

Visit our showroom which is open 7 days a week from 10:00 am to
5:00 pm, with ample free parking for all of our customers.

01268 768844
www.phoenix-fireplaces.co.uk

You can either call us on 01268 768844, or see a member of staff
in store, and we can then make an appointment with you to survey
your chimney to advise you of the best options available to you.

sales@phoenix-fireplaces.com

V28

Hawk Hill, Battlesbridge, Essex, SS11 7RJ
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housands of music lovers turned up for a
weekend of music at the Brentwood Festival.
The festival, which was held at Brentwood
Centre, Doddinghurst Road, in Brentwood, took
place between July 14 and July 16 in support of
the British Heart Foundation.
Festivalgoers were treated to a whole weekend
of entertainment including a two-hour special
performance from Status Quo, as well as an
appearance from Jocelyn Brown.
Also appearing on the main stage were Go West,
Midge Ure, Heaven 17, The Real Thing and Missing
Andy among others.
This year’s event also saw the introduction of

a second stage called the BBC Music
Introducing featuring up and coming bands
and performers, run by BBC Essex.
The festival also had street food, real ale
from Brentwood Brewing Company, family
events from Brentwood Borough Council,
a festival market, a funfair and more. There
was also overnight camping on site.
After a successful weekend, Brentwood
Festival posted on Facebook: “What a
great weekend of music powered by Allen
For Essex. You were an amazing crowd.”

V

Busy summer for the
street pastors

LOCAL NEWS

Modern design to traditional favourites

Bring warmth
and style to
your home

Can you identify this man?

B

rentwood and Billericay Street Pastors have
had a busy month. In addition to our patrols on
Friday and Saturday nights helping people in town
we also like to attend various public events to share
with everyone who we are and what we do.
We joined in a fundraising event at Hazles Pottery
Barns at Barleylands and our Billericay coordinator
Phil made a superb teapot. It was great to be there
with Michelle Ward from Phoenix FM as we support
each other’s groups.
We were part of the Volunteer Forum at Basildon
Council with a meeting of Stephen Metcalfe MP
looking at how we can support different volunteer
groups like food banks and Citizens Advice centres.
We are involved in these types of meetings to inform
the local authorities of some of the issues that local
communities are going through.
Street Pastors also had a stall at Billericay
Summerfest and again had a great time building
relationships with the community and other groups
including the Rotary Club and Samaritans.
We are all now looking forward to the summer
holidays where we will continue to be out and about
looking after anyone who is or becomes vulnerable.
We don’t judge anyone. We are preparing our next
cycle of training to begin in September so if you are
over 18, attend a local Christian Church, are ready
for training and a challenge then why not contact
us on Facebook or Twitter or email Billericay or
Brentwood@streetpastors.org.uk
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Blues’ top scorer Lamar departs
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and Eastern Counties League club Saffron Walden Town, a 4-2 win for Brentwood.
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friendly for the League Two team.

Despite
not exhaustive. If you would like further information, please call
us. missing 10 weeks of last season due to injury, Lamar scored
Please contact us for further information on all our isservices
27 goals for Brentwood Town and played a big part in the revival in the

www.timminspsl.co.uk

The above list is not exhaustive. If you would like further information, please call us.FREE
FREE ESTIMATES
WITH NO OBLIGATION
Tel: 01277 810005
| Email: t-p-s-l@btconnect.com
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Company Registration No 7489919

Vat No 105 1563 52

second half of the season that saw the Blues, quite comfortably in the
end, avoid relegation. Such was the level of Lamar’s performances,
he was snapped up by the Jamie Vardy Academy in the summer
leading to his signing by Newport County.

No 7489919
Vat No
105 1563 52
Unit 15, Cockridden Farm Company
EstateRegistration
Brentwood
Road
Herongate
Brentwood CM13 3LH
Registered Office: Friend Boyden & Co
Registered Office: Friend Boyden & Co
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|
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Alan Titchmarsh
Contact by
phone or
website for

Bespoke unique concept furniture

FREE

l Custom Made Swarovski Crystals,

brochure

Gems, Rubies
l Tables, Suites, Love Seats, Sun Loungers
l Cooling Gel Mattress, Cushions,

Pillows, Pads
l Interchangeable Cladding
l Hi-tech Gas Strut Headrest

As seen at the

IN A WORLD THAT’S GETTING WARMER
WE ARE GETTING KOOLER

www.koulsdown.com
Tel 01702 303 238
V32
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Mobile 07842 359028
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or nearly 20 years, Alan Titchmarsh has
been Britain’s most beloved authority on all
things floral. Nowadays, the Yorkshire-born
horticulturalist has made his mark on the world of
novel writing and broadcasting, but the very act of
being surrounded by nature will always remain this
hopeless romantic’s one true love.
When Ground Force first brought the televised
garden makeover to the masses back in 1997, its
widespread appeal firmly cemented Alan Titchmarsh
as the UK’s most recognisable horticulturalist and,
due in part to his kindly charm and affable style,
guaranteed that he would still be telly’s most trusted
green-fingered authority two decades later.
Now 67 years old and a bona fide national treasure,
Titchmarsh remains suitably evergreen. With 10
novels and the equivalent number of non-fiction
books on everything horticultural to his name, the
Yorkshire native has carved out a career spanning
journalism, novel-writing and broadcasting – but he
feels most at home in the great outdoors.

“I started when I was about nine or 10 in the
back garden, where I made a little greenhouse,” he
reminisces. “I just always liked all parts of nature. It’s
always been part of me.
“The garden is the nearest bit of natural history
to use, so I sowed seeds and they came up, and
when you have a bit of success in something, it sort
of emboldened me to take cuttings and get roots on
them and things like that. I always felt comfortable
in a garden, and I still do.”
But even seasoned veterans of seed and soil,
Hertfordshire College of Agriculture alumni and
former staff trainers at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, like Titchmarsh have trouble in the garden
sometimes. “I couldn’t grow carrots for years,” he
confides. Once again, however, his answer to these
infrequent mishaps relies on an almost philosophical
relationship between humans and the world.
“You learn to grow things that want to grow,” he
concludes sagely. “Everything wants to grow, it’s
just up to us not to get in the way of that.”

25% off
all items
on website
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ou don’t have to travel abroad this summer
to feast your eyes on fantastic floral displays
– here’s our list of the most glorious gardens
the UK has to offer.

Aberglasney

GARDENING

Glorious Gardens

V

Helmingham Hall

Our wonderful customers like our service so
much, that over 40% of new customers joined
us through their recommendation which, if you
think about it, is a recommendation in itself.
So, if you’ve been thinking about enjoying a
great lawn this year – green, lush and
weed-free, why not contact us today and let
us bring your lawn to life.

We provide four seasonal treatments, as well
as beneficial treatments to keep your lawn in
tip-top condition - prices start from just £15*.
Ask us about our annual plans, which allow
you to both spread the cost and save up to
25%.

The Tollemache family has lived at Helmingham Hall
in Stowmarket, Suffolk, for more than 500 years,
but most recently, garden designer Xa Tollemache
has been at the helm of the gorgeous gardens
around the hall and its atmospheric moat. Find
a classic parterre surrounded by musk roses, a
walled kitchen garden and wonderfully planted
herbaceous borders.

The world-famous garden at Kew is London’s
largest UNESCO World Heritage Site offering
unique landscapes, vistas and iconic architecture.
From the 18m high treetop canopy walkway to the
humid rainforest climate in the Palm House, Kew’s
collection of living plants is the largest and most
diverse in the world.

£15
PER TREATMENT

The Eden Project

Kew Gardens

Simply call: 01277 352 236 or
visit: greenthumb.co.uk
PRICES FROM

There are 10 acres of gardens to explore at
Aberglasney, one of Wales’ finest gardens. A
unique and instantly recognisable Elizabethan
cloister garden lies at its heart, and the Penelope
Hobhouse-designed Upper Walled Garden features
a circular arrangement of conical yews and beautiful
borders. The Lower Walled Garden encloses a
kitchen garden full of fruit, vegetables and cut
flowers. There’s also the dappled shade of Bishop
Rudd’s Walk and the new Jubilee Woodland, where
a wide range of unusual woodland plants thrive.

One of Cornwall’s most popular attractions, the
bulbous domes of The Eden Project house a
plethora of unusual plant species, simulating the
dual environments of a tropical rainforest and a
Mediterranean paradise. Then there’s the newest
attraction, The Core, which provides the Eden
Project with an educational facility, incorporating
classrooms and exhibition spaces designed to help
communicate Eden’s central message about the
relationship between people and plants.

*Based on a lawn size up to 40m² **New Customers Only
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SERVICES

TREE SURGERY | STUMP REMOVAL | TREE SURVEYS
HEDGE CUTTING | SITE CLEARANCE
35 Years Professional Experience
Commercial and Domestic
Specialists in working with narrow access & confined spaces
£2M PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE • FREE ESTIMATES & ADVICE

01277 352033 | 07973 202400
www.treesplus.co.uk | info@treesplus.co.uk

Ingatestone Garden Centre, Roman Road, Ingatestone CM4 9AU

Plants, bedding and
all your everyday
garden needs

A family Garden Centre in Brentwood

sowngrow

Ongar Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM15 9JH • email: sowngrow@live.co.uk

sowngrow

Established for over 30 years

10% OFF EVERY ITEM WITH THIS COUPON (QUOTE VISION)
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Diana, Princess of Wales
July 1, 1961 - August 31, 1997
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ON REFLECTION...Charles Rae
Former royal correspondent looks back on his Diana Years

T

here isn’t a day goes by for the last 20 years that I do not
think about Diana, Princess of Wales.
I miss her dreadfully.
Before her untimely death in 1997 in a car crash in
a Paris tunnel she was a major part of my life
for 16 years as a reporter covering the Royal
Family.
In July this year she would have been 56
years old – a grandmother and mother of
two young princes whom she moulded
into two fine young men.
There is no doubt Diana had her
demons and tried hard to fight them –
but her problems were exacerbated
by a largely loveless marriage.
But on the other hand she restored
the magic of the Royal Family and
paved the way for it to be dragged
into the 21st century.
Every so often we would talk
on the phone, usually for her to
tell me what was happening. If
it was not her, then it was one
of her close chums who would
be on the other end of the line
speaking on her behalf.
One time in 1994, the
phone on my desk rang.
Diana’s voice said: “Hello

Charlie, are you going to Sandringham on Sunday?”
But she refused to go into detail except to say: “I won’t be there long.”
Christmas Day was the day for royal correspondents like me to travel to the Queen’s Norfolk estate
to cover the royals going to church.
The year was also at the height of the marriage problems of Diana and Prince Charles – they separated
and divorced two years later.
Diana’s green Jaguar left the estate shortly before lunch. On the M11 Diana roared down the
motorway touching speeds of 120mph. I wrote about Diana’s fast getaway from the royals but did not
mention the 120mph figure.
During a royal trip to Japan, months later, I had a chat with the princess and told her that I hoped she
realised that I had done her a favour and not used 120mph.
“I know,” she said. “Thanks for that, I could have got into a lot of trouble.”
I had to ask however why she had to get back to London at such a speed. “Oh, I wanted to get back
for the omnibus edition of EastEnders.”
We laughed, but sometime later I thought her reply was actually quite sad, that she would prefer to
be watching a soap opera rather than spend Christmas with the Royal Family.
Our last chat was in St Tropez a week or so before she died.
She came over to a boat I had hired and started chatting
about her future.
She hinted that she might move to America but left me
with an enigmatic comment: “You will be surprised with
the next thing I do.”
Diana never explained what she meant and there are
times even now I try to work it out but can’t.
Most of my memories of her are happy ones.
She was a great lady and the world is a poorer place
because she is no longer in it.

Photo credit: Hoss Photography

Photo credit: GettyImages
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Massage and
Therapy

BEAUTIFUL TREATMENTS FROM £15

f
f
f
f
f
f
f

Organic Facials
Organic Back Scrub
Coffee Cellulite Scrub
Tibetan Head Massage
Hot Stone Massage
Manicure and Pedicure
Unique Hand-Painted Nail Art
BASED IN SHENFIELD

We specialise in therapeutic massage
for couples, ladies and gentlemen

FOR A BROCHURE OR TO BOOK A
TREATMENT CONTACT CHARLOTTE

❁ Thai Traditional Full Body Massage ❁ Thai Back,
Neck and Shoulder Massage ❁ Thai Foot Massage
❁ Deep Tissue Massage ❁ Swedish Massage

Tel: 01277 554051
Mobile: 07568 396626

www.hisandher-wellbeing.co.uk

Charlotte’s Hikari Beauty
hikaribeautytherapy

01277 500280

SPEND £40 OR MORE AND RECEIVE
A FREE ULTIMATE PEDICURE

Enquiries@hisandher-wellbeing.co.uk
10.30 am to 9.00 pm daily (Sunday: bookings only)
147 Kings Road, Brentwood, CM14 4EG

HARMONY
BRENTWOOD

THE PLACE TO BE FOR EVERYTHING BEAUTY IN ESSEX
Eye Lashes n Nails n Massage Therapy n Professional Makeup n Facial Treatments n Body Treatments

To book an appointment or for more information
about our treatments call us on

01277 375751
www.harmonybrentwood.co.uk
3 Hatch Road, Pilgrims Hatch, Brentwood,
Essex CM15 9PU
V40

BEAUTY

Hikari Beauty

V

HIS & HER WELLBEING
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Hair Rescue

T H I N K Y O U R H A I R I S B E Y O N D R E PA I R? T H I N K A G A I N…

W

hen it comes to our beauty regime, we often give loads of attention to our skin, slathering it in SPF
and lotions and oil, but pay far less attention to our long-suffering hair. And boy, do those follicles
have it tough. Even if your locks don’t have to endure a monthly onslaught of bleach or colour,
they’re still vulnerable to heat damage (from hairdryers and straighteners), UV damage (from the sun) and
pollution damage (from life).
If your mane is garnering looks of disdain, don’t worry, because nothing is beyond repair. A few simple
products and daily routines can make all the difference. But first you need to be honest about its condition.
If you’re scissor-shy, your first stop needs to be the hairdresser to get rid of those split ends – an instant
reviver for damaged hair.
THE PLACE
TOto BE
FOR
EVERYTHING
IN treatment.
ESSEX
Next you need
feed that
barnet,
so invest in a rich andBEAUTY
nourishing weekly
Choose a hardthatTherapy
will nourish
with oils like
coconut
or argan
and strengthen
protein. Alternatively,
n Nails product
n Massage
n Professional
n Facial
n Bodywith
Eye Lashesworking
Makeup
Treatments
Treatments
make your own treatment by gently warming half a cup of olive oil. For extra intensity, place a shower cap
over your hair after application and leave for 20 minutes.
Now that some of the lustre has hopefully returned to your processed tresses, focus on daily care and
prevention. Over-washing can deplete hair of its natural oils,
so avoid shampooing every day. You then need to
find a conditioner that suits your hair. Finer hair
will benefit from lighter formulas, whereas
thicker locks can handle richer creams.
Finally, think about protecting against
future damage. Even if you don’t
straighten or blow-dry, always spritz
with a leave-in conditioner after
washing – either containing UV
protection, heat protection or both.
And remember, the best defence
is always a physical barrier, so
make like Greta Garbo and don
your headscarf in the sun.

HARMONY
BRENTWOOD
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Age
Game

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR SKIN AT ANY AGE

20s: Your skin is fresh, plump and loaded with collagen – so
take care of it. As prevention is better than cure, this is the
perfect age to begin taking anti-ageing measures, so use a light
moisturiser with a broad SPF sun cream every single day (even
in winter). Go easy on the harsh exfoliators and drink loads of
water.

30s: This is the age to get serious about exfoliation. Help refine

large pores and keep skin looking smooth by using an exfoliating
acid (like glycolic, lactic or salicylic) every other night. Also invest
in a good eye cream and load up on those antioxidants in your
diet by eating berries and leafy veg.

40s: As oestrogen levels drop, so does your skin’s moisture,
which means you’ll need to invest in a hard-working moisturiser
to keep it looking youthful. Choose one that has a high level of
glycerine or hyaluronic acid to feed thirsty skin and start using
a weekly face mask with nourishing and hydrating properties.
Another great tip is to massage skin deeply while cleansing to
stimulate lymph glands and promote drainage.
50s: With the onset of menopause, collagen production can
drop off sharply at this age, so it’s important to focus on hydration
and nourishment. To retain moisture, you can skip your morning
face wash (assuming you cleansed the night before) and invest
in a really good antioxidant serum. An exfoliant containing
retinoids can also help properly slough off skin cells.
60+: Your skin care regime needn’t change too much after
this point, with a focus on hydrating, firming and keeping
discolouration at bay. It may become more sensitive, so go easy
on the harsh chemicals and choose cleansing oils and creams
that are packed with nourishing and healing vitamins. In other
words, show your skin the love it deserves.
V42
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PHARRELL FOR

CCHANEL

FA S H I O N

BEAUTY

The

C

onsidering his status as a leading music
producer, composer and artist in his
own right, Pharrell Williams’ forays into
fashion can get lost in his myriad other projects.
But when he strutted down the catwalk for
Chanel’s Métiers d’Art show in December last
year at the Ritz Paris, he grabbed the attention
of the global fashion media.
No ordinary collection, Métiers d’Art honours
the fine craftsmanship of the fashion house’s
artisan partners who are responsible for the
exquisite embellishments we see on Chanel
garments, like fine embroidery, lace and
metallic-detailed buttons. It is apt then that
notorious perfectionist Williams would make
this his debut for the luxury French brand in
a sophisticated tweed jacket, draped with
strings of white and black pearls.
Having happily accessorised with Chanel’s
iconic costume jewellery in the past,
Williams decided to break down gender
barriers further by becoming the first male
to appear in a handbag campaign for the
brand in its 108-year existence, with head
honcho Lagerfeld saying he wanted to show
that the bag can be “worn in many different
circumstances” – including, but not limited to,
11-time Grammy-winning hip-hop superstars.
In the short video, the cheeky superstar is
larking about in an empty arena while toting
a black alligator and lambskin Gabrielle Hobo
bag, all the while bringing some serious cool
to a brand that is more often associated with
spoilt rich girls. But though few men can afford
the bag (prices start at £2,650), it could mark a
seismic shift towards fashion that is becoming
increasingly androgynous. And let’s be honest,
if anyone can convince men that it’s okay to
rock a man bag, it’s Pharrell.
Photo credit: GettyImages
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NINETIES FASHION:

I

T H E N A N D N OW

t was the golden era of Britpop, grunge and
Tamagotchis…but how far have we really come
since the glorious Nineties?

Then: Branded sportswear
Casual clothes were the ultimate fashion statement
– from Nike Airs to Reebok Classics and Adidas
tracky bottoms.
Now: Athleisure
Sportswear has made a huge comeback, but
brands are less visible and the lines are cleaner with
skin-tight leggings and slim-fit hoodies in high-tech
fabrics.

Then: Grunge
Plaid shirts, band tees, ripped denim and grandad
cardigans were all part of the grunge uniform made
popular by Kurt Cobain.
Now: Hipster
The denim jeans may be skinnier and the plaid shirts
more tailored, but there are definitely hints of grunge
in the kind of fashion worn by today’s hipster crowd.

Christian Dior’s ‘We Should All be Feminist’ T-shirts,
fashion for a cause is as hot as ever.

Then: Tamagotchis
Back in the hazy crazy
Nineties, no outfit
was complete without
an adorable digipet.
Available in an array of
colours, these cute critters
would beep and chirp when
they wanted feeding and you
could even play games with your
beloved pet. It felt like the future
was finally here, and no technology
could ever be as cool as this…

Open
55days
aaweek:
Open
5days
days
aweek:
week:
Open
Tuesday
––Saturday
10am-5pm
Tuesday
–Saturday
Saturday
10am-5pm
Tuesday
10am-5pm
Personal
appointments
available!
Personalshopping
shopping
appointments
available!
Personal
shopping
appointments
available!

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON ANY
REMAINING MIDWEEK DATES
FOR 2017 WEDDINGS

Now: iPhones
Probably the ultimate accessory of the
21st century, iPhones aren’t just superstylish, they have become an integral
part of our day-to-day lives. And you
can even get a digipet app if you
really, really want to…

Then: United Colors of Benetton
It’s difficult to forget United Colors of Benetton’s
assault on our global psyche through its controversial
ad campaigns. Confronting topics such as race,
politics, social issues and sexuality, it quickly
became the brand of choice for the cool kids.
Now: Protest Fashion
From the ‘pussy hats’ worn by protestors at
the recent Women’s Rights marches to

V44
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SIGN UP ON OUR WEBSITE TO BE NOTIFIED WHEN OUR BRAND
NEW WEBSITE IS LAUNCHED AND WIN A FAMILY PORTRAIT PRIZE

WEDDINGS AND PORTRAITS

Gavin Woollard Photography
Call 01245 421224

gavinwoollard@gmail.com • www.reportagephotography.com
The Granary, No 1 Rumsey Row, The Green, Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3YA
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JUNE is
the perfect fit for royalty
W

hat June Kenton doesn’t know about bras probably isn’t worth knowing.
June and her husband Harold bought Rigby and Peller in 1982 and it was during this time that
Rigby and Peller evolved into one of the most talked about British brands and June was coined
by the UK media as the ‘Queen of Bras’.
June said: “I bought Rigby and Peller in 1982 and took over the Royal Warrant from there. The lady
before had it since 1960. A Royal Warrant is given to a person. I had to go and meet the Queen. I was
obviously very nervous and she thought it was ideal that I should have the Royal Warrant. She’s just lovely
and a super person.”
June has also been entrusted by other members of the Royal Family – but there is one person who
sticks in her memory above all others.
She revealed: “I was good friends with Princess Diana. She was absolutely gorgeous. She used to
phone up and say I’m coming to visit headquarters, will you be there? I was completely devastated when
she died. We used to go to Kensington Palace for lunch and all sorts of things. It was a great honour.
“I used to do Cherie Blair. Kim Kardashian came in and bought bras
because she needed them. It’s a wonderful thing to be able to do to meet
all these wonderful people.”
Does June have any advice or tips for normal ladies? She
warned Vision readers most women are not wearing the
right size of bra and added this could be damaging to their
health.
She said: “85 per cent of women are wearing the wrong
size. It doesn’t cost anything to have a fitting. Women do
it themselves which is very unfortunate because they get
it wrong.
“Have a fitting and talk to a human being. It’s
essential that every woman should be wearing
the right size. It affects your back. It affects your
neck. Your health will become so much better if
you are wearing the correct size bra.”
Earlier this year June published Storm in a
D-Cup, her remarkable story.
V46
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eople from all over Great Britain pray for the
sun to come out in the summer months.
But when it does occasionally make an
appearance, what can we do to keep our skin
protected? Because, let’s face it, no one likes
the tomato look or the peeling skin you get when
you’ve burnt.
Everyone knows that they should wear
sunscreen, but there’s so many on the shelves
that it’s difficult to know which one you should
buy. It’s best not to look for the cheapest, or the
one on offer, but to choose one that is suited
to your skin type and will give you the most
protection.
When buying sunscreen, the label should
show a sun protection factor (SPF) and a UVA
protection. You should aim to buy
a sunscreen with a four or
more-star UVA protection
and an SPF of at least 15,

however the higher the better.
Although sunscreen will protect your skin
from the sun, it’s important not to rely on it
alone. The NHS recommends that between 11am
and 3pm you should stay in the shade as the sun
is at its strongest. You should also wear suitable
clothing and protect your eyes from the sun by
wearing sunglasses with UV ray protection. When
it comes to children, extra care should be taken.
There are some people who are particularly
prone to burning and should take extra care
in the sun. For example, people with freckles,
people who have pale skin and people with
medical related skin problems.
To make sure you’re as safe in the sun as
possible, ensure you buy and apply the
correct sunscreen and follow the guidelines.
That way you will get to enjoy the sunshine
and be confident you aren’t doing any
damage to your skin.

T R AV E L

Photo credit: HOSS Photography

SUN PROTECTION
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Summer Holidays

August 2017

The summer holidays are here and we want you to have the best time
possible. Here are a few tips for the summer season.
Sun safety: Exposure to sunlight can lead
to sunburn and skin damage. Sunscreen is
vital to prevent premature aging, wrinkles
and pigmentation problems. We recommend
sunscreen of at least SPF 30 and one which is
protective against UVA and UVB rays. It is also
best to stay out of the sun during the hottest
part of the day, between 11am-3pm. We offer
skincare consultations at the clinic and the most
advanced SPF protection using ZO Skin Health®.
If you are concerned about any moles or skin
lesions it is advisable to book an appointment for
assessment.
Hydration: When it is hot we sweat more and
therefore it is important to drink at least two litres
of water a day. In some countries, it is advisable to
drink only bottled water.
Hand hygiene: You can reduce the risk of
catching gastroenteritis (diarrhoea and vomiting)
with regular hand washing using soap. To wash
your hands thoroughly
make sure you do it for
20 seconds (sing Happy
Birthday
twice!)
and
ensure you do the back of
the hands, in between the
fingers and around the
wrists. This is especially
important before eating.
First aid kit: Useful
things to take with you include paracetamol for
adults and children, antihistamine, plasters,
antiseptic wipes and insect repellent.

AT A STRETCH
W

Vaccinations: Ensure sure you have investigated
which vaccinations are necessary for your holiday
destination.
Hyperhidrosis: This season can be difficult for
people who suffer with excessive sweating in
their armpits. We offer botulinum toxin injections
at the surgery which can be effective for up to six
months.
Contraception: It is easy to get caught up in the
moment when on holiday. Ensuring you have
robust contraception is important to prevent
unplanned pregnancy. We offer a range of
contraceptive options at the surgery including
pills, coils and injection. These will not protect you
from sexually transmitted infections, however, so
use condoms too.

hen it comes to male fitness, it’s all about
boxing, running and play football, right?
Well if you feel like you’re doing all the
right things yet are still finding yourself with tight
muscles that are injury prone, or excess weight
that just won’t shift, it might be time to grab that
yoga mat.
What do Orlando Bloom, David Beckham and
Justin Timberlake all have in common? Apart from
all being incredibly rich, handsome and successful,
they all swear by practising either yoga or Pilates
to keep in shape. No longer the sole pursuit of rich
housewives or those on a gap-year in Goa, both
practices are valued by serious athletes, and could
help millions of people achieve strength, flexibility
and freedom.
With increasing numbers of elite sports teams
incorporating stretch-based workouts into their
exercise regimes, it seems that professional
athletes are waking up to the notion that prevention
is better than the cure with three key advantages
springing to mind.
Firstly, these practices can reduce the frequency

H E A LT H & F I T N E S S

First Floor
40 Hutton Road
Shenfield, Essex
CM15 8LB

and severity of injuries by addressing postural
issues. Pilates, in particular, is excellent for
releasing the hip flexors, which will help bring them
into a more neutral position, as well as reducing
strain through the back and the hamstrings.
Secondly, both yoga and Pilates help increase
body awareness, helping you feel more in control.
Rather than explosive and dynamic movements,
the like of which you would execute in a kickboxing
class for example, there is an emphasis on minute
movements that strengthen the smaller muscles
and tendons.
The good news is that with these workouts you
may feel like you’re barely working up a sweat, but
over time you’ll have improved posture and will
have fewer aches and pains.
Lastly, after all that stretching and breathing, you
will feel more relaxed and better prepared for life
in general.
Correct breathing has also been known to
reduce stress and boost your immune system as
your body takes in more oxygen, so bend it like
Beckham and reap the benefits.

We wish you all a very happy summer!
Essex Private Doctors is a private General Practice in Shenfield, Essex.We are open six days a week and
offer excellent personal medical care for the whole family. We provide a comprehensive GP service
and additional services including blood tests, vaccinations, minor surgery, sexual health screening,
contraception, health screening, on-site cardiac investigations and aesthetic medicine.

Tel:ViSIOn
01277
201
001| to• advertise
www.essexprivatedoctors.com
Brentwood
edition15
call 01277 554045
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f you suffer from embarrassing intestinal gas,
activated charcoal supplements could be the
secret weapon you need.
Everyone at some point in their lives will
experience stomach distress like indigestion, gas
or bloating, but for some of us these problems
are chronic, with side-effects ranging from mild
discomfort to huge embarrassment.
If this sounds like you, it may be worth considering
taking activated charcoal supplements. Very
different from the stuff you find in the fireplace,
activated charcoal is a unique form of charcoal
that has first been carbonised, then oxidised at
very high temperatures to give it incredibly porous
properties.
So how does it work? By travelling through your
gastrointestinal tract, the charcoal absorbs toxins
and impurities as it goes, meaning there is less to
be expelled as unpleasant gas (charcoal can also
absorb hydrogen sulphide, which creates those
really unpleasant smells).

Sold in powder, tablet or capsule forms at
health food shops, the recommended dose is 500
milligrams* taken one hour prior to a typical gasproducing meal with a big glass of water (staying
hydrated helps the charcoal pass through your
body once it has done its job). It is also fast-acting,
making it perfect for those big nights out when the
only gassing you want to be doing is witty repartee
with your friends.

DENTAL IMPLANTS & FACIAL AESTHETICS CENTRE

01708 479717

www.harrowdentalpractice.co.uk

Improve QUALITY of LIFE, Teeth Shouldn’t Embarrass You
DEFY Your Age, with a More YOUTHFUL Smile

* Check with your doctor before using activated
charcoal on a regular basis. Charcoal tablets may
not be suitable if you are currently taking other
medication because the charcoal could absorb
the medication, making it less effective.
Tips to prevent gas:
• Chew food thoroughly
• Eat small meals
• Take a daily probiotic
• Avoid fizzy drinks and chewing gum
• Keep a food diary to identify possible intolerance
• Exercise regularly

FREE Implant, Invisalign & Facial Aesthetic
CONSULTATION Available
Start Your Journey with our Trusted Team

Hygienist • Dental Implants • Invisalign • 6 Month Smile Braces • Whitening • Cosmetic Makeover
• Veneers • Crowns • Bridges • Wrinkle Reduction • Dermal Fillers • I.V. Sedation • Dentures
Opening Hours: Monday -Thursday 8.00am - 8:00pm • Friday 8.00am - 5:00pm • Saturday 9.00am - 3:00pm
23-27 High Street, Hornchurch Essex RM11 1TP
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Fresh food served daily

STEAK PIES OUR
SPECIALITY

Free delivery throughout
the Brentwood area
– order before 11am
Open lunchtimes and
evenings for meals 7 days

2 COURSE MENU
just £10.50

Keep your table as long as you like
Large car park – Large parties welcome

Phone 01277 372629
www.almaarms.com
Navestock CM14 5ST

BUFFETS
We can provide freshly prepared buffets for
all of your catering needs.
Please contact us for a quote
on 01277 232102
or email jojosandwichbar@gmail.com

Open Monday-Saturday

7.00am - 3.30pm

119 High Street, Brentwood
Essex CM14 4RX

To book: 01277 202 738
www.manuelsportugueserestaurant.co.uk
bookings@manuelsportugueserestaurant.co.uk
13, Chelmsford Road, Shenfield, Essex CM15 8RG
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ow to make a beautiful, delicious and
nutritious smoothie bowl - AKA social
media’s favourite breakfast treat.
When wellness entrepreneur and blogger
Deliciously Ella began extolling the virtues of
‘smoothie bowls’, it sparked a global eating
trend. As innocent and sweet as your morning
shake, yet packing the nutritional and satisfying
punch of oatmeal, these highly Instagram-able
bowls of sunshine are a fantastic way to start
your day.
The basis of the bowl is blended fruit, veg
and nut butter topped with everything from
chia seeds and coconut flakes to cacao nibs,
nuts and even granola. Slightly thicker than
your average smoothie, the trick is to pack
your base with as much good stuff as possible
whilst still enabling the breakfast to retain a
great taste. Avocado, kale, strawberry and
coconut milk work perfectly, for example; or
try banana blended with blueberries and acai
for an antioxidant hit and a scoop of cashew
butter for protein.
Some of the benefits of smoothie bowls are
their versatility, simplicity, speed and relative
cheapness, particularly if you buy the fruit
frozen, and any seeds and supplements in
bulk. They’re also a great way get little ones
to eat more fruit and veg, packing in up to two
servings of your five a day in one pretty and
extremely palatable bowl.
And the variations are endless. For instance,
add a tropical twist by simply blending frozen
banana, mango and pineapple with a little
dairy-free milk, until you have a creamy,
smooth texture like soft-serve sorbet, then top
with toasted coconut flakes and passion fruit.
Or for something truly decadent, whiz up
almond milk, peanut butter, banana and cocoa
and top with granola, chocolate chips and
slices of banana. This may seem more like
a deconstructed peanut butter shake than
a clean breakfast choice, but it is relatively
low sugar and full of good fats and nutrients,
proving that healthy can also be tasty.
ViSIOn Brentwood edition15 | to advertise call 01277 554045

FOOD & DRINK

Real Ales and Good Food at affordable prices
Cooked daily on the premises since 1970

V
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Health

Cheques

ENJOY THE GREAT
ATMOSPHERE OF OUR
TRADITIONAL FRIENDLY PUB
LUNCHTIME FOOD MONDAY-FRIDAY
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY WEEKEND
AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES, BUFFETS
AND ALL SPORTING EVENTS

Three food swaps for staying in shape while saving money.
Processed cereal for porridge

Ditch that sugary bowl of wasted calories
and start your day with some proper fuel.
Porridge oats are a brilliant alternative to cereal
because they’re cheap and you know exactly
what’s going in your bowl. Top with seeds, fresh
fruit or nuts for an extra health boost, or even a
drizzle of maple syrup.

Choc bars for energy balls

We all need a pick-me-up at some point during the
day, but often the chocolate treats and biscuits you
buy are packed with so much processed sugar that
they will cause you to crash and burn. For a healthier
treat, consider making some delicious coconut date
balls. Soak 12 medjool dates in water, drain and
throw in a food processor with one cup of ground
almonds, half a cup of desiccated coconut, one-third
cup of coconut oil, one-third cup of cocoa powder
and one tablespoon of chia seeds. Once processed,
roll level teaspoons of the mixture into balls, then dip
in more shredded coconut before chilling.

Call us on: 01277 212786

Charlie’s Bar, 152 Warley Hill, Warley, Brentwood CM14 5HE

Sarnies for soup or salad

Those shop-bought sarnies may seem good value,
but they are hiding some serious nasties. With just
a little bit of planning you could be chowing down
on some delicious homemade health food instead.
Using a simple vegetable or chicken stock, boil your
favourite veggies with some spice until soft, then
blend for an easy soup. Sweet potato and chipotle,
carrot and cumin seeds or roasted cauliflower and
garlic are all cheap, easy and delicious. If it’s too
summery for soup, a tin of tuna, boiled egg, olives,
lettuce, tomatoes and cucumber make an instant
protein-packed salad niçoise.

Check out next month’s edition for four other swaps
V54
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WHAT’S
ON
in your area
Teddy Bear’s Picnic
Old MacDonald’s Farm, Weald Road,
Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5AY
Saturday, August 12

Animal Aid Festival
Herongate Cricket Club, The Cricket Common,
Brentwood Road, Herongate, CM13 3NY
Sunday, August 20
Animal Aid is holding its annual family (and pet)
friendly event over the cricket field. The free event
has great entertainment, bands, food stalls, a
licensed bar, arts and crafts stalls and lots more.
All the money raised from the event will go to local
animal rescue centres, which are in desperate need
of funds to continue the work they do.
Essex Color Vibe 5K
Nuclear Races, Brentwood, Essex, CM15 0LA
Sunday, August 27

Old MacDonald’s Farm is holding a teddy bear’s
picnic over the summer holidays.
Bring your teddy bears for a special day of storytelling,
picnics on the hill, special treats and face painting.
You can book tickets to the farm online at www.
omdfarm.co.uk for discounted entry.
Brentwood Gospel Festival 2017
The Brentwood Centre, Doddinghurst Road,
Brentwood, CM15 9NN
Saturday, July 22

This one-day family fun event has live gospel music
featuring some of the best gospel choirs and gospel
groups performing on a festival-type stage. There
will also be activities for children and lots of food and
drinks being sold.
The festival, which runs from noon to 7pm, is a
relaxed and friendly community event.
The event is free but you must register online to
be allowed into the event. You can register at www.
brentwoodgospelfestival.org/register

V56

Get ready to be covered in colour. Gather a group
of your family and friends and get ready to take part
in this 5K event.
You will get blasted with colour at each of the
colour stations as you make your way around the
course.
Register fast to qualify for the early bird entry price.
Visit uk.thecolorvibe.com for more information.

advertorial

Has Your Double
Glazing Steamed Up?
Established for over a
decade Cloudy2Clear
windows have become
a leading company
for glass replacement.
Issues with double
glazing can often be
gradual and may only
be noticed during a
clear sunny day or
during the winter. A
failed glass unit may
no longer provide you
with the protection
you need or be energy
efficient. Why not
spend a few minutes
checking your home
to see if you have any
failed double glazing?
If you act now you can
avoid these problems.
Now, you may think
you need to replace the

whole window including
the frames and all the
hardware, however
Cloudy2Clear have come
up with a simple and
cost saving solution…
Just replace the glass!!
If you see
condensation in your
windows just visit our
website or give us a call
on 0800 61 21 118. We
will send out our highly
experienced engineers
for a free no obligation
quote. A Cloudy2Clear
quote takes on average
no longer than 20
minutes. Once the
quote is completed,
we will sit down with
you and explain the
problem and tell you
how we can fix it. With

years of experience
Cloudy2Clear have a
wealth of knowledge
and are recognised
as a Which Trusted
Trader, plus our
work is backed by
an industry leading
25 year guarantee.
Cloudy2Clear also
replace faulty locks
handles and hinges on
all windows and doors.
Your friendly local
Cloudy2Clear specialist
is Chris Miller and he
services the Chelmsford,
Brentwood & Basildon
areas.
So, if your windows
are steamed up, broken
or damaged give Chris a
call for a free quotation
on 0800 61 21 118.

Cloudy2Clear
GUARANTEE All
Customers That An
Average Quote Will
Take No Longer
Than 20 MINS!!!

Cloudy2Clear Windows...
Service With A Smile!

Wildlife Footprints Trail
Thorndon Country Park, The Avenue,
Brentwood, Essex, CM13 3RZ
Until Sunday, September 3
Gather your family and friends and set out on a
self-guided adventure walk through the park. Along
the way, keep your eyes peeled for animal footprint
markers, collect clues and solve puzzles as you fill in
your trail guide.
Once you have completed the trail, head to the
Pavilion Café to collect your prize.
There’s no need to book – just turn up. Trail guides
can be purchased for £3. The trail is open from 9am
to 3pm.
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Baby Cool

A SWEDE
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s well as making your baby grumpy and
stressed-out, overheating in infants can
lead to an increased risk in Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome (SIDS). With temperatures
soaring at this time of the year, here are a few tips
for keeping your little one cool and calm during
the night.
Remove unnecessary bedding: If your baby is
wearing a nappy, vest and sleepsuit, they’ll only
need a sheet as bedding if the temperature in
their room is 24°C, and they can even sleep in
just a nappy. In warmer weather, it is also worth
removing any waterproof sheets from your
child’s cot.
Cool it during the day: The recommended room
temperature for a baby to sleep is 18-20°C, which
may feel a bit chilly to adults, but research has
shown this to be ideal for tots. With this in mind,
ensure the little one’s room is cool in the day by
keeping curtains closed and windows open, and
V58

invest in a room thermometer for your nursery.
Wash the warm away: Every parent knows that
nothing quite relaxes an infant like a nice bath
before bed, and in the summer this is still the
perfect way to soothe and refresh, but just make
the water slightly cooler than usual.
Compress and refresh: The best way to tell if
your baby is overheating is the temperature of its
skin, particularly on the back of the neck. A cool
flannel gently dabbed on this area will comfort
them and bring their temperature down.
Relax: A frustrated baby is much harder to calm
down, and a stressed-out parent sometimes
doesn’t help, but when you have a young infant
(particularly your first), parenting can be hugely
demanding. So, if you find yourself becoming
flustered and your baby is hot and agitated, just
take a moment to breathe, take them into a cooler
room if it’s too hot and give them slightly chilled
water. Cool baby, cool parent.

ViSIOn Brentwood edition15 | to advertise call 01277 554045

hat if you could get into work at 10 and be done by 4? In some Swedish cities, this fantasy
became reality as part of a two-year-long experiment to see whether a shorter working day
would create a happier workforce and provide a draw for future workers to come to the country.
The scheme saw 68 nurses at an old people’s home in Gothenburg have their eight-hour days cut in
a bid to improve staff satisfaction, health and patient care. During the first 18 months of the trial, the
nurses working shorter hours logged less sick leave, reported better perceived health and boosted
their productivity by organising 85 per cent more activities for their
patients, from nature walks to sing-alongs.
But in spite of these achievements, the city had to
employ an extra 17 staff, costing 12m kroner (£1.4m),
and the project faced tough criticism from those
concerned that the costs ultimately outweighed
the benefits.
Earlier this year, the idea of transforming
the traditional working week also appeared
elsewhere in Europe, with French presidential
candidate François Fillon pledging to
change the usual “damaging” 35-hour
week. Though the results of the Gothenburg
experiment point to an inability to suitably
marry job satisfaction with cost, the benefits
of a shorter working week are plain to see.
It appears Sweden – whose Toyota service
centre cut shifts 13 years ago to spark
an immediate boost of productivity – will
continue to be at the forefront of the
debate, and while it may be too expensive
a model for the public sector to adopt,
there is certainly a chance that shorter
hours will benefit Scandinavia’s burgeoning
start-up community.
ViSIOn Brentwood edition15 | to advertise call 01277 554045
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Arlette Anfield
ArletteCounselling
Anfield

BUSINESS & FINANCE

Tales from the

Counselling
Counselling and Therapy in

Brentwood and Hornchurch

Counselling and Therapy
“Seeking counselling is a sign of strength, not weakness.
in Brentwood
It shows that you have courage and are willing to embark
on a journey of change to make the most of you.”

The tale of

“Seeking counselling is a sign of strength,
Arlette Anfield: BA (Hons)
not weakness. It shows that you have courage
Degree in Integrative
Counselling & Psychotherapy.
and are willing to embark on a journey of
Diploma in Cognitive
Helping
you
Anxiety and
Bereavement
change
to make
thewith
mostStress,
of you.”
Hypnotherapy
and NLP

Martin Gladdis

h

The Business G
host
Suite 10, Three
Gables
Corner Hall,
Hemel Hem
Meanwhile Brilliance continued to visualise
his
pst
world of incredible, unimaginable (for the ordinary ead
H
P
3 9HN
mind at least), multidimensional, colour-fantastic,

BRILLIANCE & ACTION

B

rilliance awoke one morning and, just like
every other morning that Brilliance had been
alive, he started to think. He envisaged
truly wonderful things, he saw grand schemes of
monumental importance, he dreamt up solutions
to smooth the way to success, and his ideas grew
into plans which warmed his heart and inspired
his very soul. Brilliance let his imagination run into
places that only the boldest of visionaries would
go. He did this because he knew who he was; he
knew that his name meant something spectacular
and that by releasing his insatiable creativity upon
the world, soon others would see it too… Brilliance
had a dream.
On the other side of town a more
ordinary scene was taking place. In
fact for Action, this was quite a typical
morning too. Her day had started a little
earlier, not much, but certainly earlier than
most. She wasn’t flamboyant, she wasn’t
fanciful and she wasn’t a daydreamer.
That wasn’t to say that she didn’t have an
imagination either – she just didn’t dwell on it
for too long. You see, Action was a doer. And
that morning, just like every other one, Action
got to work on turning one of the simple ideas
that she truly believed in into a reality.
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sense-tingling and utterly unfeasible dreams of
success.
E: martin@busi
nessghost.co.u
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Call: 07766592434
| Visit:
www.arletteanfieldcounselling.co.uk
Helping you
with Stress,
Anxiety
and Bereavement

Call: 07766 592434
Visit: www.arletteanfieldcounselling.co.uk

	
  

	
  

MEDIATION – ALTERNATIVE TO LITIGATION
Family Mediation l Workplace Mediation l Civil & Commercial Mediation
Sandy Brown is an experienced professional mediator who
works with individuals and organisations across Essex to fairly
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
and effectively resolve
	
   family matters, financial or child related,
workplace issues and or business disputes. Mediation is a cost
effective way of resolving disputes saving considerable time,
money and stress for all parties concerned.

	
  

Call Sandy or visit her website to find out how she can help
resolve a family, workplace or business dispute.

01277 554046 l 07947 534 756 l

www.legalmediation.co.uk l sandy.brown@legalmediation.co.uk
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NEXT DAY DELIVERY
ON ALL ORDERS

www.furniturebay.co.uk

Place your

Large Range of Contract Bar Stools | Durable and Versatile order online for
Long Lifespan | Designed to withstand Heavy Use
10% discount
Supplier of Commercial Office Furniture | Bistro & Contract Furniture
Education & Healthcare Furniture | Home Office Furniture | Kitchen Furniture

using code
VISION 10

020 3394 0101 | Unit 5a, Marsh Way, Fairview Ind Park, Rainham, Essex, RM13 8UH

Andys Aerials
Essex CM4

Family-run business with
over 20 years of experience.
Trading Standards
Approved Aerial Installer.

Quality Workmanship
At Sensible Prices.

digitatlYI"
Approved Member

V62

•
•
•
•
•
•

Your local aerial installer

New aerial & satellite installations
Aerial & satellite repairs
Extra TV points
TV wall mounting
System design & install
Freesat & YouView installations

Freephone: 0800 77 97 047
Mobile: 07916 305 977
Mobile Local Rate: 0 333 900 333 2
Email: andy@andysaerials.com

www.andysaerials.com
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Be My eyes
A

s the modern world continues to fill our
pockets with futuristic technology, we look
at one app that is paving the way when
it comes to assisting partially-sighted people in
their day-to-day lives.
These days, our phones have become
an integral part of our everyday lives. Need
somewhere to eat? There’s an app for that. Want
a cab? There’s an app for that. Fancy a date?
You get the drift…
But a new app called ‘Be My Eyes’ is different.
The non-profit project was conceived by
partially-sighted Hans Jørgen Wiberg; in the near
future it is hoped that the app will be an easy way
for partially-sighted people to get around the
multitude of smaller obstacles they encounter –
from reading the small print on a train timetable
to checking the expiry date on a pint of milk.
Be My Eyes works by connecting blind and

visually-impaired people to sighted volunteers
via a remote video connection. Through the
phone’s camera, the blind person is able to show
the sighted individual what they are looking at
in the real world, allowing the volunteer to assist
them with any of their vision-related problems.
While currently in development to be made
compatible with Android phones, Be My Eyes is
just one of many burgeoning technologies being
created to aid those with sight problems. Take
for instance the $12million start-up Aira, which
combines Google Glass and a widespread team
of human agents. By streaming everything the
user is seeing to an agent who is sitting in front of
a dashboard, Aira is able to assist with everything
from reading signs to shopping, to navigating, to
the numerous other mundane tasks that sighted
individuals take for granted. Now that’s quite an
eye-opener.
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We have a readership of over 50,000 every month
across Brentwood, Billericay & Hornchurch

5540

45

V1

we also do...leaflet distribution & designing artwork
BRENTWOOD & BILLERICAY
t: 01277 554045
e: brentwood@visionmag.co.uk
e: billericay@visionmag.co.uk
V64

HORNCHURCH
t: 01708 578049
e: hornchurch@visionmag.co.uk
follow all 3 magazines @
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...just ask us how
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The boy who

STOLE FOOTBALL’S HEART

S

underland superfan Bradley Lowery sadly
passed away following his battle with
Neuroblastoma. Tributes have been flooding
in from football fans around the world.
Bradley was famously known for becoming
best friends with AFC Bournemouth and England
player Jermain Defoe. He regularly visited Bradley
both at home and in hospital and they formed an
unbreakable bond.
The six-year-old also led out Sunderland against
Everton in September where supporters of both
clubs sang “There’s only one Bradley Lowery” before
a banner with the message “We’re with you, Bradley”
was paraded around the stadium. He also led out
the England team at Wembley alongside Defoe for
the World Cup qualifier against Lithuania in March.
A petition has now been started to rename the
East Stand of the Sunderland Stadium of Light to
‘The Bradley Lowery Stand’ in his memory. It has

almost reached its 50,000 supporters target.
Everton was Bradley’s second chosen club. The
Blues donated £200,000 in September last year to
Bradley’s Fight to help fund treatment that was only
available in the United States. They also auctioned
off signed shirts from the game he attended.
Bradley’s funeral was held on Friday, July 14 at St
Josephs RC Church in Blackhall Colliery. Schools
around the country allowed their students to attend
in football shirts in return for a small donation to raise
money for the Bradley Lowery Foundation and to
remember the brave young boy.
Bradley has left a lasting impression on the world
of football. He captured the hearts of football fans
around the world with his strength, courage and
love. A Facebook page named ‘Remembering
Bradley’ has been set up for the public to post their
messages of support so that Bradley’s family and
friends can have a forever keepsake of their angel.
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A MAGIC EIGHT
R

oger Federer finally put an end to his five-year wait to
claim his eighth Wimbledon title after beating Marin
Cilic in straight sets. The Swiss won 6-3, 6-1, 6-4
to become the most successful man in Wimbledon singles
history. The 35-year-old took just one hour and 41 minutes
to send the seventh seed packing at the final on July 16.
However, it wasn’t the exciting match everyone had
expected and hoped for, as it seemed that Cilic had given
up very early on. The 28-year-old was struggling with
a blister on his left foot and after falling 3-0 behind
in the second set, he buried his head in his towel
and sobbed. He revealed he had taken
painkillers before the match and
knew before the game had
even began that he would
struggle to play.
But despite medical
attention, Cilic’s
dream to hold the
Wimbledon trophy
slipped away as
Federer continued
to dominate the
game. Not only
did he claim his 19th
Grand Slam title, the
most of any male player in
history, he also became the
first player to win Wimbledon
without dropping a set in the entire
tournament since Bjorn Borg in 1976.
He is the only player to have won three different
Grand Slams at least five times.
In his post-match interview, Federer joked he would
need some more time off, referring to his six-month
absence in the second half of 2016.
He said: “I’ve got to take more time off. Better than
holding the trophy and winning today is just being
healthy. It feels great and means the world to me.
So, to be back here and feeling great, holding the
trophy and the whole tournament not dropping a set
is magical. I can't believe it - it's just too much really.”
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etball has been around
for thousands of years,
despite its popularity
only growing within the last
few decades. The game that
many women now know and
love was first established in 1895
and was played for the first time in
England at Madame Osterburg’s
College the same year.
During the Australian tour of England in
1957, it was decided to standardise the
rules of the sport. Before that, there were
games of five-a-side being played as
well as nine-a-side.
As a result of the meeting, it was
decided to hold World Championship
tournaments every four years. These
began in Eastbourne in 1963.
Netball became a recognised sport
of the International Olympic Committee
(IOC) in 1995 and is now a significant
sport in the Commonwealth Games.
However, the Netball Association is
still battling to get netball into the
Summer Olympic Games.
Australia have dominated the sport
for hundreds of years. They won
seven World Championships in a row,
with New Zealand briefly putting a halt
to their streak in 2003. However, they
didn’t make the mistake a second time
as they claimed back the crown in the
following Championship.
The English Roses have been upping
their game in recent years and took
home the bronze medal in the Netball
World Cup in 2015 after beating Jamaica
66-44. They also came within touching
distance of a gold at the 2017 Quad Series
but the Australian Diamonds denied them
the chance as they agonisingly lost 47-46.
It was announced in February that
Sport England had awarded England
Netball £16.9million over the next fouryear period. The increase in funding will
allow for the sport to continue to grow
in popularity both in local communities
and on the world stage.
Netball is certainly heading in the
right direction. It’s estimated that
20 million people in more than 80
countries worldwide play the game.
It has come a long way from the
playground game played in the
1890s.
Photo credit: www.englandnetball.co.uk
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The Growth of Netball
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Elite Electrical Services

‘If you have a problem with a socket...
Elite will be around like a rocket’

We pride ourselves on giving you the highest standard
of workmanship all all times, at affordable prices
Boiler Breakdown Service
Boiler Repair & Installation
Heating Maintenance
All Plumbing Requirements
Powerflushing
All Work Guaranteed
Gas Safe Engineers

Contact us on 01277 554053

or call Martin Davies on 07792 140852
Michael Harding on 07428 545907
info@eliteelectricalservices.co.uk

emergency call out

www.firstcallgasservices.co.uk
For a FREE No Obligation Quotation

CALL 01277 562075

Home Help Service
Dog Walking
Cleaning
Shopping
Heating Meals
Doctors/Hospital Appointments

WE ARE A LOCAL FRIENDLY SERVICE PROVIDING RELIABLE AND TRUSTWORTHY SUPPORT

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR “ANY LITTLE THING” THAT YOU MAY NEED

Call us: 01268 928878
V68

01277 554068
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6

12

13

7

8
9
10
11

14
15

16

17
DOWN
1. Embody (6)
18
19
2. Finely chopped (8)
3. Borders (5)
20
5. Settled in advance (7)
6. Repeat an action (4)
7. Snores (anag) (6)
21
22
8. People with distinct identities (11)
13. Piece for a soloist and
Across
Down
orchestra (8)
16. Screen of metal bars (6)
1 - Flipped a coin (6)
1 - Embody (6)
14. Spouse of a reigning monarch (7)
17. Bird (5)
4 - Fiery particles (6) 19. Caribbean country (4)
2 - Finely chopped (8)
15. Type of palm tree (6)

did you know

Providing reliable and trustworthy support

1

9 - Model of excellence (7)

3 - Borders (5)

10 - Brings to effective action (7)

5 - Settled in advance (7)

11 - Loses colour (5)

6 - Repeat an action (4)

12 - Bring on oneself (5)

7 - Snores (anag) (6)

sudoku

uYour skin’s outer layer sheds every
14 - Young boy or girl (5)
two to four weeks, amounting to roughly
15 - Cowboy exhibition (5)
0.7kg of dead skin in a year.

4

2

17 - Happen again (5)

uYou spend 10 per cent of the day
18 - Vivid purplish-red colour (7)
blinking.

5 3
5
2

20 - Open-minded; given freely (7)

uWithout your pinkie finger you would
21 - Adjusts (6)
lose about 50 per cent of your hand’s
22 - Unfastened (6)
strength.
uHuman decomposition begins about
four minutes after death, a process
known as ‘self-digestion’ where your
enzymes and bacteria eat you away.
uIf all the DNA in your body was
uncoiled it would stretch out to about 10
billion miles, which is from Earth to Pluto
and back.
uYour eyes can distinguish between 2.3
and 7.5 million different colours.

Answers can be found on the Contents Page 4

Domestic Commercial Rewires
PAT Testing Fully Insured
Fault Finding Emergency Call Outs
Maintenance & Repairs
Emergency Light Testing
Fire Alarm Install & Testing
Testing/Landlord Certificates

y
Call us 24 hrs a day for an

ACROSS
1. Flipped a coin (6)
4. Fiery particles (6)
9. Model of excellence (7)
10. Brings to effective action (7)
11. Loses colour (5)
12. Bring on oneself (5)
14. Young boy or girl (5)
15. Cowboy exhibition (5)
17. Happen again (5)
18. Vivid purplish-red colour (7)
20. Open-minded; given freely (7)
21. Adjusts (6)
22. Unfastened (6)

PUZZLES

V
&
Trivia
PUZZLES

5

8 - People with distinct identities (11)

8

13 - Piece for a soloist and orchestra (8)
14 - Spouse of a reigning monarch (7)
15 - Type of palm tree (6)

2 1

16 - Screen of metal bars (6)
17 - Bird (5)

7
2 6 1
4
7
3
1 9
5 4
3
8
7
3
19 - Caribbean country (4)
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“BRINGING THE BODYSHOP TO YOU”

Free Courtesy Car | Free Collection & Drop Off Service | 5 Star Reviews
T
M
E
W

01277 554061
07468 304050
info@wizardcarrepairs.co.uk
www.wizardcarrepairs.co.uk

ROAD G E
A
E
R

ven at seemingly serene
moments behind the
wheel, the red mist can
quickly descend – but which
driving habit did British motorists
say annoys them the most?
We’ve all been there, stuck in traffic, temperature
off the scale. It’s been a long day and you just
want to get home to see your kids and sit down
in a comfy chair. Sweat is pooling at the back of
your neck and the dip of your spine. And just as
you go to pull away – the cool, inviting promise of
your loved one’s welcoming embrace hovering like
a mirage on the heat-haze horizon – someone cuts
you up and in a flash you’re consumed by the hot
wave of road rage.
But what do British motorists – people who pride
themselves on maintaining proper queue etiquette
– consider the most annoying driving habit? The
good folk at the AA have polled more than 140,000
members since 2008 to find out what they
think is the most irritating trait of
other drivers. The results
are in…

MOTORING

DENTS
DENTS
SCRATCHES
SCRATCHES
BUMPER
BUMPER SCUFFS
SCUFFS
LEASE
LEASE CAR
CAR REPAIRS
REPAIRS
STONE
STONE CHIPS
CHIPS
ALLOY
ALLOY WHEEL
WHEEL REFURBISHMENT
REFURBISHMENT
HEADLIGHT
HEADLIGHT RESTORATION
RESTORATION
CRASH
CRASH REPAIRS
REPAIRS
SERVICING
SERVICING

V

Yep, that’s the
verdict: tailgating has been ranked
the most irritating habit of drivers on UK roads for six
out of the past seven years. Which is unsurprising
really when you consider that it’s really just failing to
maintain proper queue etiquette when driving.
Talking on a mobile phone has consistently come
second (apart from in 2014 when it clinched the
top spot) and, despite being illegal, it continues to
plague motoring happiness across the nation. So,
next time you decide to get that little bit too close
to the car in front while simultaneously chatting on
your mobile and lobbing a sweet wrapper out your
window, know this: you are officially the most hated
person on Britain’s roads.

(26%)
1. Tailgating
(25%)
n a mobile
2. Talking o
(23%)
g
a
ne hoggin
s to leave
3. Middle la
across lane )
ng
ti
ut
c
r
o
%
minute (10
4. Swooping
at the last
motorway
inside (7%)
ring
ing on the
g (3%), litte
5. Overtak
%), speedin
(3
ly
w
o
sl
6. Driving
(3%)
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CALL OU
T
OA P

01708 453 168

ATCL
WWW.ATCL.CO.UK

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DISCOUN
T

• UPVC & COMPOSITE DOOR
LOCK MECHANISMS
LOCKSMITHS
UPVC & COMPOSITE
DOOR LOCK MECHANISMS
•
3 STAR INSURANCE APPROVED
3 STAR INSURANCE APPROVED BREAK SECURE CYLINDERS
BREAK SECURE CYLINDERS
MUL-T-LOCK KEYS
SAFES
• MUL-T-LOCK KEYS
SECURITY GRILLS & GATES
• SAFES
INSURANCE APPROVED FRONT DOORS
• SECURITY GRILLS & GATES
ALL LOCKS CHANGED
• INSURANCE APPROVED
ALL LOCKS OPENED & REPLACED
FRONT DOORS
• ALL LOCKS CHANGED
• ALL LOCKS OPENED
& REPLACED

CALL US ON
01277 554 043
01708
168
CALL OUT
• FREE 453
• OAP DISCOUNT
07968
940 678

01708 453 168

Around The Clock locks Ltd, 45 Elms Farm road, Hornchurch Essex RM12 5RH

Around The Clock Locks Ltd, 45 Elms Farm Road, Hornchurch Essex RM12 5RH

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

Tel: 0800 9 239 239
or 01277 785013

www.spindoctoruk.co.uk
Need a repair today?

Local Friendly
Professional Service

We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers
Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

Fixed labour charges and full safety tests on all repairs

NEW APPLIANCES IN STOCK AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
V72
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DON’T just take
vision ’s word for it...

“
“
“

We decided to go with VISION , rather than a leaflet drop, that we would
usually recycle. VISION is colourful, interesting and light reading, including
just the right a mount of advertising and offers.
We joined from the 1st edition (June 2016) and as well as us using the trades
and services in there, we have already received a significant a mount of work,
including large commercial works.
We highly recommend. Thank you Nik!

“
“

FREE

24 Hr Emergency Service

“

ATCL

LOCKSMITHS
YOUR LOCAL MOBILE
LOCKSMITHS

I took out a 12 month advert in VISION Brentwood and so far in 3 months I've
had a lot of work from it. I've used leaflets in the past but never got much out of it but
this magazine has really worked well me raising my profile in the area.
Neil (The Gleaming Glass Co)

Dizzy castles

Since promoting my business in VISION Brentwood I have had a lot more jobs in
the area, I believe the quality of the magazine helps this as it has a mix of topics every
month that would appeal to anyone in the household to read.
Dizzy castles - Ryan Holmes

...advertising really does work!

07870141318
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GENERAL D.I.Y

YOUR MAINTENANCE

PB Decor

M:
07980
547727
01277T:
621672
07980
547727
01277 621672
M:M:
07980
547727
T: 01277
621672
Painter & Decorator
07980
547727
01277621672
621672
M:
T:
01277
621672
chris@billericayservices.co.uk
chris@billericayservices.co.uk
M:
07980
547727
T:T: 01277
M:07980
07980547727
547727E:E: E:
T:M:
01277
621672
chris@billericayservices.co.uk
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chris@billericayservices.co.uk
E: chris@billericayservices.co.uk

M: 07980 547727 T: 01277 621672
E: chris@billericayservices.co.uk
Bailey
E: chris@billericayservices.co.uk
W WMOVES
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OFFICE
MOVES

LOCAL
DECORATING
Trades
and
GENERALD.I.Y
D.I.Y
GENERAL
OFFICE
MOVES
HOUSE
MOVES
MAINTENANCE
GENERAL
D.I.Y
MAINTENANCE
/BILLERICAYSERVICES
/BILLERICAYSERVICES

GENERAL
GENERALD.I.Y
D.I.Y
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE

Services

DECORATING
DECORATING

/BILLERICAYSERVICES
/BILLERICAYSERVICES

5-STAR
5-STARRATING
RATING

CLEARANCES
CLEARANCES

COLLECTIONSWork
Undertaken
DELIVERIES
GARDENING
DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES
GARDENING
DELIVERIES
DELIVERIES
DECORATING
PAINTING
GENERAL
D.I.Y
CLEARANCES
DECORATING
PAINTING
OFFICE MOVES
COLLECTIONS
MAINTENANCE
All
Aspects of Decorating
COLLECTIONS
OFFICE
COLLECTIONS
OFFICE MOVES
MOVES
COLLECTIONS
COLLECTIONS
FULLY INSURED
MAN WITH
WITH A
VAN
MAINTENANCE
GARDENING
FULLY INSURED
MAN
A
VAN
DELIVERIES
FREE
QUOTATION
GENERAL
CLEARANCES
5-STAR
RATING
noD.I.Y
job too
too big
big or
Domestic
& Commercial
CLEARANCES
FREE QUOTATION
5-STAR
RATING
no
job
or small
small
GENERAL
D.I.Y
CLEARANCES
GENERAL
D.I.Y
CLEARANCES
CLEARANCES
DECORATING
PAINTING
COLLECTIONS
MAINTENANCE
GARDENING
Experienced
& Fully Insured
GARDENING
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
GARDENING
/BILLERICAYSERVICES MAN WITHGARDENING
CLEARANCES
A VAN FULLY INSURED GARDENING
DECORATING
PAINTING
PAINTING
GARDENING
5-STAR RATING
DECORATING
no job too big orPAINTING
small FREE QUOTATION
Free
Office:PAINTING
01277
554037
DECORATING
PAINTING

HOUSE
HOUSE MOVES
MOVES

HOUSE
HOUSEMOVES
MOVES
OFFICE
OFFICEMOVES
MOVES

MAN
WIT
PARKER

FULLY INSURED
MAN
WITH
VAN Mobile:
07966 912680 Q u o te s
FULLY
INSURED
MAN
AA VAN
FULLY INSURED
FULLY
INSURED
MAN
WITH
AA
VAN
MAN WITH
WITH
VAN
FULLY
INSURED
MAN
WITH
A
VAN
FREE
QUOTATION
Email: paulbailey1981@hotmail.co.uk
FREE QUOTATION
5-STAR RATING
/BILLERICAYSERVICES
/BILLERICAYSERVICES

/BILLERICAYSERVICES

no FREE
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HAS YOUR BLOCK PAVING GOT WEEDS…

no job too b

ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS

The new name for Ashford Executive Cars (Brentwood)

Licensed & insured executive car service
based in Brentwood

4 seater & 6 seater people carrier available

Transfers to all UK airports, cruise
terminals & central London

Heathrow, Gatwick & Luton from £90,
Stansted from £50

Contact Stephen on
01277 562324 or
swells@carteret.ltd

NO JOB TOO SMALL

all ovens cleans booked
*discount offer only available
from participating OvenClean
specialists. Please mention
Vision at time of booking

www.ovenclean.com

Fashion & Home Repairs, Remakes & Alterations

ADVERTISE
your company here

Ring me

10% DISCOUNT on 5 items or
more clothing alterations
Offer ends 01/03/2017

01277 203320

Find us on Facebook

159 King’s Road, Brentwood CM14 4EG

V74

Fuse Board upgrades
Fault finding and Repairs
Kitchen/Bathroom electrics
Inspections and testing
Appliance installation/showers/cookers
Full Re wires
Extra sockets and lighting
Friendly, Reliable and fully insured

£10 off *

Call Carlton Perry on 0800 840 7127

OUR RANGE OF SERVICES INCLUDE
l Trousers & Jeans l Buttons & zips
l Shirts, Blouses & Dresses l Leather
l Repairs/Patches l Suits, Jackets & Coats
l Bridal, Evening & Occassion Wear
l Curtain lining & adjustments
l Bespoke Tailoring & Machine Embroidery

NO MORE WEEDS WORK GUAR
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call

01277
554045
ask for Nik

JOE: 07737 447 302

NO MORE WEEDS WORK GUARANTEED MATT FINISH

BEFORE

AFTER

WWW.SEALINGTECHNIQUE.COM

Simply Business
Public Liability: £1,000,000
View our policy details

pesolutions@hotmail.com

Avoid Cowboy Trades & Services

THE FLAT ROOFING
SPECIALIST
3 LAYER FELT n MASTIC ASPHALT
n FIBREGLASS ROOFING (GRP)
n LIQUID COATINGS
n SINGLE PLY/RUBBER ROOFING

n

Tel: 01277 260204 n M: 07739 207726
email: rjevansroofing@sky.com
www: rjevansroofing.co.uk

WW

WWW.SEALINGTECHNIQUE.COM
for only £9 per
sq metre
Call Luke for
a quote
on
Cleaning
and
Sealing
fo
07817 726
966 – 01268of
552 692
Service
Cal
Always
Domestic Properties / 07
for Over 10 Years
19 S

Cleaning and Sealing for only £9 per sq metre
Service of
Call Lionel or Luke 01268 449771
Domestic Properties / 07834 897654 / 07817 726966
for Over 10 Years
19 St. Davids Way, Wickford, Essex SS11 8EX

Simply Business
Public Liability: £1,0
View our policy det

SCAFFOLDING FOR
ALL OF YOUR
RESIDENTIAL,
INDUSTRIAL OR
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY NEEDS
Matthew Williams
Call our Daddy
07971 270 674
for a quote!
01277 554 048
info@mwilliamsscaffolding.co.uk
www.mwilliamsscaffolding.co.uk

COVERING ALL OF LONDON, ESSEX, HERTS & KENT
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Home l Furnishing l Lighting
Interiors l Mirrors l Candles

Tel: 01277 653100
148 High Street, Billericay, Essex CM12 9DF
Email: admin@joakleylightingandinteriors.co.uk
Web: www.joakleylightingandinteriors.co.uk
Open Monday - Saturday 10.00am - 5.00pm. Closed Sundays.
V76
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Follow us on

